In the first part of the paper, flow diagrams are introduced to represent inter ah mappings of a set into itself. Although not every diagram is decomposable into a finite numbm of given base diagrams, this becomes hue at a semantical level due to a suitable extension of the given set and of the basic mappings defined in it. Two normalization methods of flow diagrams are given. The first has |hree base diagrams; the second, only two.
Introduction and Summary
The set of block or flow diagrams is a two-dimensional programming language, which was used at the beginning of automatic computing and which now still enjoys a certain favor. As far as is known, a systematic theory of this language does not exist. At the most, there are some papers by Peter [1] , Gorn [2] , Hermes [3] , Ciampa [4] , Riguet [5] , Ianov [6] , Asser [7] , where flow diagrams are introduced with different purposes and defined in connection with the descriptions of algorithms or programs. This paper was presented as an invited talk at the 1964 International Colloquium on Algebraic Linguistics and Automata Theory, Jerusalem, Israel. Preparation of the manuscript was supported by National Science Foundation Grant GP-2880.
This work was carried out at the Istituto Nazionale per le Applicazioni del Calcolo (INAC) in collaboration with the International Computation Centre (ICC), under the Italian Consiglio Nazionale delle Ricerche (CNR) Research Group No. 22 for 1953-64.
In this paper, flow diagrams are introduced by the ostensive method; this is done to avoid definitions which certainly would not be of much use. In the first part (written by G. Jacopini), methods of normalization of diagrams are studied, which allow them to be decomposed into base diagrams of three types (first result) or of two types (second result). In the second part of the paper (by C. BShm), some results of a previous paper are reported [8] and the results of the first part of this paper are then used to prove that every Turing machine is reducible into, or in a deternfined sense is equivalent to, a program written in a language which admits as formation rules only composition and iteration.
Normalization of Flow Diagrams
It is a well-known fact that a flow daigram is suitable for representing programs, computers, Turing machines, etc. Diagrams are usually composed of boxes mutually connected by oriented lines. The boxes are of functional type (see Figure 1 ) when they represent elementary operations to be carried out on an unspecified object x of a set X, the former of which may be imagined concretely as the set of the digits contained in the memory of a computer, the tape configuration of a Turing machine, etc. There are other boxes of predicative type (see Figure  2 ) which do not operate on an object but decide on the next operation to be carried out, according to whether or not a certain property of x E X occurs. It is nol possible lo decompose all flow diagrams into a finite number of given base diagrams.
However, together with this decomposition, that could be called strong, another decomposition may be considered which is obtained by operating on a diagram equivalent to the one to be decomposed (that is, the diagram has to express the same transformation, whatever the meaning of the boxes contained in it may be). For instance, it may be observed that if we introduce ~(c~, a) [as in Figure 8 ] and A(a, a) [as in Figure 9 ] the diagrams of ~, A and ~t become, respectively, equivalent to Figures 10, 11 and 12 .
Thus, the following decompositions may be accepted:
• (a, a) = H(a, ~(a, a))
A(a, a) = A(a, ~(a, a), a)
~(a, a) = A(a, ~(a, a)).
Nevertheless, it is to be reckoned that the above statement holds even with regard to the new wider concept of decomposability. In fact, it does not seem possible 1 for every ~ to find an equivalent diagram which does not contain, as a subprogram, another ~t= or an ~t of higher order. and similar formulas hold for all orders of ~. The proved unfeasibility is circumvented if a new predicare is added and if, among the elementary operations, some are assumed which either add one bit of information to the object of the computation or remove one from it. The extra bits have a stack structure (formally described below as nested ordered pairs) since it is sufficient to operate and/or take decisions only on the topmost bit.
Therefore, three new functional boxes denoted by T, F, K, and a new predicative box ~ are introduced. The effect of the first two boxes is to transform the object x into the ordered pair (v, x) where v can have only the values t (true) or f (false); more precisely,
and so on. Box K takes out from an ordered pair its second component
(v, x) K> z, (t, (f, (t, x))) K> (f, (t,x)).
The predicate oo is defined as
i.e., the predicate o0 is verified or not according to whether the first component of the pair is T or F; w and K are defined only on a pair; on the contrary, all the boxes a, ~, ~, ... , a, b, c, ... operating on x are not defined on a pair. The following statement holds:
If a mapping x --~ x' is representable by any flow diagram containing a, b, c, ... , a, [~, % ... , it is also represenlable by a flow diagram decomposable into H, • and A and containing the same boxes which occurred in the initial diagrams, plus the boxes K, T, F and o~.
That is to say, it is describable by a formula in II, q%A, a, b, c, -.. , T, F, K, o~, ~, % ... , ~.
NOTE. A binary switch is the most natural interpretation of the added bit v. It is to be observed, however, that in certain cases if the object x can be given the property of a list, any extension of the set X becomes superfluous. For example, suppose the object of the computation is any integer x. Operations T, F, K may be defined in a purely arithmetic way:
and the oddity predicate may be chosen for ~. The added or canceled bit v emerges only if x is thought of as written in the binary notation system and if the actions of T, F, K, respectively, are interpreted as appending a one or a zero to the far right or to erase the rightmost digit.
To prove this statement, observe that any flow diagram may be included in one of the three types: I ( It is thus proved possible to completely describe a program by means of a formula containing the names of diagrams ,-I,, II and A. It can also be observed that [t, II and A could be chosen, since the reader has seen (see If one of the branches 1 or 2 is missing, A will be simply Figure  18a 
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• 
1Fi(a, II(~(w, II(K, H(K, H(X, H(T, T))))), n(K, ~(~(~, ~(K, ~(Y, T))), g)))).
Then we can simply write:
II(II(X, Y), Z) = iI(X, II(Y, Z)) =--XYZ,
owing to the obvious associativity of H. We may also write :4
~(~0, x) _--(x).
4 The same notation is followed here as in [8] . 
etc. Now, given a set Z of objects z, a set Q of mappings from Z to Z, and one unary predicate ~-defined in Z, let us recursively define for every q C Q a new mapping ~(q), written simply (q) if no misunderstanding occurs, as 5 These fornmlas have not been obtained using the general method as described. The application of that method would make the formula even more cumbersome.
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For every q~, q2 E Q, let us call qlq2 the mapping defined by 
Applications to the Theory of Turing Machines
In a previous paper [8] , a programming language 6 ~' was introduced which described, in a sense specified in that paper, the fanfi]y 63' of Turing machines for a (leftward) infinite tape and any finite alphabet {ci, c2, ... 
where a is the unary predicate true iff the square actually scanned (by the Turing machine head) is blank (i.e. contains [] ) ; h is the operation of replacing the scanned symbol c~ with c~+1 (Co ~ c=+~ ~ [] ) and shifting the head one square to the left; R is the operation of shifting the head one square, if any, to the right. Briefly, a is a predicate, h and R are partially defined functions s in the set X of tape configurations. By "tape configuration" of a Turing machine is meant the content of the tape plus the indication of the square being scanned by the machine head.
Example.
If the configuration (at a certain time) is
where the underscore indicates the scanned square. In [8] a language (p" (describing a proper subfamily of Turing machines) has been shown. It was defined as follows.
(i) h, R E ~" (Axiom of Atomic Operations) (if) q~, q2 E (e" implies qlq2 E (P" (Composition Rule) s For more details, see [8, 9] .
(iii) q E (P" implies (q) E (P" (Iteration Rule) (iv) Only the expressions that can be derived from (i), (ii) and (iii) belong to (P". Interpreting ql, q2 as functions from X to X, qlq2 can be interpreted as the composition q2 o q,, i.e. From the point of view of this paper, the set 63" of the configuration mappings described by ~" is 63" ~-8(a, {X, R}).
The drawbacks of (P" as opposed to (P' are that not all Turing machines may be directly described by means of (P". For instance, it was proved in [8] that the operation H --1 (performed by the machine, which does nothing if the scanned symbol is different from U, and otherwise goes to the right until the first [] is scanned) cannot be described in (P" (H -1 C 63"). Nevertheless, the most surprising property of (e" is that, according to the commonest definition of "computing" a function by a Turing machine, every partial recursive function f in m ~ 0 variables can be evaluated by a program Pf E (P" (see [8] ).
Although this last property enables us to build a oneone mapping (via a gSdelization of the Turing machines) 2f of (P' in (P , it is here preferred to find a more direct correspondence between Turing machines, without any reference to partial recursive functions. To every Turing machine M, let us associate the machine M* whose initial (and final) tape configuration is obtained by interspersing a blank square between every two contiguous squares of the tape of M. During the computation, these auxiliary squares are used to record, from right to left, the values v of the switch stack. 
Following the definition (1) of Y, the mapping x --+ x* is now extended to a mapping y ~ y* as follows:
MC~M~ ~(~,[h,R,a,T,F,K})
and therefore M* C ~'* ~ ~l* C ~(o0", {x*, R*, c~*, T*, F*, K*} ).
It is only necessary to prove that ~(~*, {X*, R*, a*, T*, F*, K*}) c ~(a, {h, R}). s The authors are indebted to the referee for this solution, which is shorter and more elegant than theirs.
It is not difficult to test that the choice (X) ~ (r'L(XR)XL(~R)L2XR6), (Y) -~ (r'RS~L4),
where r' ~ [XR] n, gives the desired solution.
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